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ROYAL VISITOR SEES "BEAUTIFUL BOMBS" BUMP

A large munition damp where everything from small aims ammunition to

"big and beautiful" bombs are stored has been visited by the Duke of Gloucester.

The dump is located in a former mine, Minature railways disappear into

a hillside, and in the great caverns off their tracks are the bombs. His

Royal Highness who was weaning the uniform of an Air Marshal, paused for some

time before an "eight thousand pounder", an example of the type which has been

used with such devastating effect on many targets in Germany,

He travelled up to the entrance in a small rail car, but inside the mine,
made his inspection on foot. On one occasion the party stepped aside while a

long train of 4,000 pound bombs snaked past them alone the tunnel. He watched

workmen rolling and stacking bombs as if they were harmless metal containers,

All the rail junctions in this mine are named after underground stations in

London, and the Duke’s first halt was at ’Clapton Common’, where he entered one

of the magazines where explosive is stored in bulk before it is filled into the

bombs.

On the same day he was at a R.A.F. Elementary Flying Training School

where he saw pupils in khaki as well as in air force blue, for this station

also trains the Army’s glider pilots. While he visited crew rooms, flight

offices, inspected small contingents of embryo glider, and R.A.F, pilots and

A.T.C, training machines took off and landed*

His last ’inspection’ was at an operational training unit of Army

Co-operation Command, where he was met by Air Marshal Sir Arthur Barratt,

Commander in chief. Army Co-operation Command.

He inspected crews drawn up in front of their aircraft on the perimeter
track and chatted with several of the pilots, andcrews, talcing a particular
interest in those who came from the Dominions* The Duke found a,, great deal to

interest him in the numerous up-to-date synthetic devices used in the training
of crews, some of these simulate actual operational conditions amazingly well

and His Royal Highness spent some time operating the instruments.


